Training Centre GAME EVALUATION
Name:

xxxxxxxx

Date of Evaluation: October 27 2003

Time: 9:30 PM to 10:30 PM

Shots Against: 19

Goals Against: 4

Shots per period for: 8 - 3 - 8

Goals against by period: 2 – 0 - 2

Shots for: 24

Goals for: 3

Shots per period against: 3 - 13 - 8

Goals for by period: 0 - 1 - 2

***********************************************************************
The game was a good representation of your overall play. Your angles were a bit off;
likely due to ‘rust’ but you seldom locate yourself in the net, causing problems. You did
make several good stops during the game but is brutally obvious that you have to learn to
‘fill the hole’ and stop diving around for no reason. 2 of the goals were easily stoppable,
had you been in control, one other was questionable and the 4th was simply a goof shot
but also stoppable.
With a little work, technical fine-tuning and concentration, you'll be making those saves
that you didn't in this game.
Your stick use was encouraging as was your lateral movement throughout the game.
GOALS AGAINST SUMMARY
1st goal against – Well placed shot, short range, stoppable with better anticipation and a
quicker butterfly.
2nd goal against – Great pass across, likely not stoppable but you would have had a much
better chance with a well executed butterfly slide.

3rd goal against – Crowded crease, but a straight on shot was made unstoppable by using
the archaic 2-pad slide for a simple 6” move. Simply a bad save selection.
4th goal against – Similar to the 3rd goal, very much an over reaction that a well-executed
butterfly slide would have stopped.
Evaluated Areas:
Basic stance:
-Overall glove and pad position was solid. You must try and be a bit more upright for
butterfly speed (1st GA)
-Glove was still a bit high, but it was acceptable (nice glove save!)
-Checking your posts, as the play progresses should be natural, yet you neglected to do
this during the play. It was good to see you checking and tapping off on the face offs and
start of plays, but it needs to happen all the time.
Recovery:
Way too much flopping around, recovery was acceptable but required far too often.
Lateral Push:
-You were efficient and well positioned on lateral moves. .
Lateral Push with Telescope Out:
-Well played angle shots, quick to react and reposition as needed.
Reaction:
Still over reacting when a short simple move will suffice.
Rebound Control:
-Most shots were handled well and directed to safe zones.
-Well executed use of the body on some long shots.
-A good part of rebound control is proper use of the stick.
Overall Angles:
You were consistently off angle by 6” to 12” on winger shots. Tapping off and moving
out is the solution, it’s that simple.
Long shots:
Once you move out and GET SET, these become easy to handle.
Rebound Awareness:
You need to be aware of the angle the puck hits you at and where it is most likely to
deflect off of you, to. Hear the puck and learn to react to the noise as well as the player’s
reactions. The body needs to be re positioned behind the puck, no diving.
Stick Use:

-Good control and effective use of the stick.
************************************************************************
Focus Areas:
Key Areas:
1 Short simple moves
2 Angles
3 _ butterfly slide
***********************************************************************
Evaluator: Chris Dyson

